Tiger
2015, dir. Kariem Saleh, Germany (4’02”)

Synopsis
A cheeky looking little tiger is imprinted on a food plate but when his tummy rumbles he can’t
help but wander off to find food.

Activities
This film can be viewed at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u2dY6rZVLy8

Before visiting the cinema
Before watching the film let the children hear the sounds and music from the film. DO NOT
SHARE THE TITLE OF THE FILM. Keep the computer screen and interactive white board
turned off. Get the children to predict what the main character might be and what is happening.
Take feedback and record their answers.

After watching the film
Discussion questions
•

Did anyone predict what the main character was?

•

What prompts the Tiger to look for food?

•

What would the child think is happening to the food?

•

Did the Tiger have a favourite food?

•

Do you think the child wonders why the juice is gone, the cutlery no longer in place
and the table cloth rumpled? If so does he know the reason why?
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Children’s Task One
The little Tiger is obviously ravenous and is keen to try everything that is put out beside him.
However his reaction to eating the carrots and the broccoli is hilarious. His facial expression and
noises suggest he is definitely not a fan.

However the meatballs and spaghetti prove to be a huge hit with the Tiger.
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Have the children create a meal for the Tiger. If the Tiger wasn’t keen on the broccoli is there
a different vegetable that they think it would like? What is there favourite meal? What do they
think the Tiger would like to eat?
The children can draw and label the meal on the plate template for the Tiger. They could create
their own design on the plate as well.
I know that people need different kinds of food to keep them healthy. HWB 0-32a

Children’s Task Two
Once the children have created different meals, look at the components of the meals. Are there
healthy options? Are the meals balanced? Are they nutritional? Are there any changes they
could make to the meals?
You could choose 1 or 2 meals to make for the children to try. Focus on the preparation of the
food and the importance of hygiene whilst preparing food. Encourage children to try things they
maybe haven’t tasted before. For some classes you may want to look at food journeys as well.
Together we enjoy handling, tasting, talking and learning about different foods, discovering ways
in which eating and drinking may help us to grow and keep healthy. HWB 0-30a
By investigating the range of foods available I can discuss how they contribute to a healthy diet.
HWB 1-30a
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Extension Task
In some ways this story is similar to ‘The Tiger Who Came to Tea’ by Judith Kerr. You could read
this book after viewing the film and discuss similarities and differences.
Look at the different styles of animation and illustrations. How do the characters compare?
How is the story similar or different?
I enjoy exploring and choosing stories and other texts to watch, read or listen to, and can share
my likes and dislikes. LIT 0-01b/LIT 0-11b
I enjoy exploring events and characters in stories and other texts, sharing my thoughts in
different ways. LIT 0-01c
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